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I. Introduction 

From the time of Edward III the Anglo-American legal tradition has not held the per
son who is mentally disabled liable for his criminal acts.! The plea of "Not Guilty by 
Reason of Insanity"2 has been developed as a protection for this individuaL3 We are 
here raising the questions. is the insanity plea in truth a protection for the defendant? 
If the competent defendant does not wish a NGRI plea. can it nevertheless be forced 
upon him? Is such an enforced plea perhaps a violation of his constitutional rights? 
Who. if not the defendant. has the right/duty to enter an NGRI plea. and is this duty 
well defined? 

II. The PI~ot Guilty by Reasons of Insanity 

Historically. under our system of jurisprudence. the prosecution must prove two ele
ments before a defendant can be found guilty of a crime and held liable to society for 
his acts.4 He must have committed the illegal act and he must have intended to do so. 
He must have had the guilty mind. the requisite melll rell at the time of the commission 
of that act before he Cill b,· (omi,iered morally responsible. Roscoe Pound has written: 
"Our sub,tamive uimin d I .. ,,' posluhles a free agent confronted with a choice be
tween doing right and doing wrong. and choosing freely to do wrong."~ Our collective 
conscience does not allow punishment where it cannot impose blame.6 One found to 

have been insane at the time the criminal act was wmmitted was not capable of having 
the necessary mens rea. In the eyes of the law he is blameless.7 he is NGRI. legally he is 
innocent. 

III. The Questionable Privilege 

Society has sought to protect the defendant who was insane at the time of the com
mission of an otherwise criminal act. He is not sent to prison. but is usually committed 
to a mental hospital for an indeterminate stay. where for his own benefit and the 
benefit of society. he is treated and if possible cured. Experience indicates. howe\'er. 
that the offender who is sent to prison often spends less time deprived of his freedom 
than does the defendant who is found NGRI and is sent to a mental illStitlltion. 

Once committed to a mental institution. the NGRI defendant (committee) has ill the 
past been faced with a greater burden to establish that he is 110 longer ill need of 
hospitalization than has the indi\'idual who has been civilly committed. 

Maryland. for example. follows the modern trend of establishing a mandatory period 
of hospitalization for the NGRI. at the end of which he may petition for release. s The 
applicable statute provides for institutionalization for ninety days; then the committee 
may request a hearing to determine if he is presently dangerous to himself or others a5 

a result of his mental disease. 

- University of MaT}'land Law School. 1975. The author wishes to thank Dr. Jonas Rappeport 
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Judge Harris of the Baltimore City Circuit Court, on February 16, 1976, ruled that 
this statute was unconstitutional, ba\ing hi~ decision on the premise that a greater 
burden cannot be placed on the criminal committee than on one civilly committed. 
If this decision is upheld on appeal. the criminal committee will have the same right 
to an adversary proceeding within five days of commitment that is afforded to one 
hospitalized under ci\'il proceedings.9 

E\'en if the above ruling \hould be generally adopted, however, the criminal com
mittee will still face a practi<:al burden. Gerald Cooke and Cvnthia R. Sikorski lo re
cently expressed the opinion that the' indi\idual who has been ~ommitted as a result of 
a NGRI finding may discover that the seriousness of the crime which he committed, 
rather than his present mental \tate. may be the determining factor in deciding if he is 
dangerous to others. 

Furthermore. there is a stigma attached to mental illness, and although the degree of 
this stigma may have decrea~ed in recent years. it is still a factor to be considered. This 
would be particularly true in certain segments of society where a criminal conviction 
or two would be forgiven. but the person who had been confined in a mental institution 
would be suspect. This stigma should be considered. not only from society'S view. but also 
from the way the individual looks at himself.1l He may find it acceptable to ha\'e had 
a "brush with the law" but not willing to consider himself "crazy." 

Defendants have offered other reasons for not wanting to plead NCR!. One de
fendant maintained that he was innocent of the charges, that the NCRI plea carried 
with it an implication that he had committed the act. and that he did not wish to ac
cept this impli<:ation. 1:! One preferred to accept a brief period of incarceration for bad 
check. charges rather than face the uncertainty of an indeterminate commitment to a 
mental hospital. Still another was familiar with both the local prison and the local 
mental hospital and felt that the prison offered social advantages not available in the 
mental institution. 13 

If we assume that a defendam is competent to stand trial. and that he does not wish 
to plead NGRI, can he refuse to do so? 

IV. The Right/Duty of Attorney to Enter NGRI Plea 

The Amerkan Bar Association in its Minimum Standards on the Defense Functic.n14 

provides for certain decisiollS to be made by the accused after full colISultation with 
counsel. Among the decisions to be made by the defendant is what plea should be 
entered. Iii An attorney who makes the decision himself is likely to be accused of unpro
fessional conduct. Several private attorneys. in fact, expressed the view that they would 
not ellter a plea contrary to a client's wi,hes.1f1 

Some <:OIlrts have. howe\·er. distingui,hed the "not guilty" and "guilty" plea from 
the NCRI plea. The J\laryland t1 court in Whi(t' )/. S(,,(e lll said that the NCRI is 
similar to an affirmative defense such as self-defense or coercion, and like any defense. 
the question of an insanity defense remains a matter of trial strategy (0 bt' determined by 
COllI/sri (emphasis supplied) after consultation with his client. 

In Rmnhh,,)'! I' . .I/111iJ.lll in a concurring opinion . .Justice Harlan stated, "I believe a 
lawyer may properly make a tactical determination of how to run a trial even in the 
face of his client's incomprehension or e\en explicit di\apprO\al." Harlan went on to 
say, howe\Tr. that the lawyer (ould not surrender a constitutional right of the client. 

Following the rationale 'of the pre\iou\ case. Judge Clme allowed counsel to enter 
an NGRI plea lontrar) to adient's wi,he' ill I_lsi V • .'i(IIIt'.~1I In so allowing. the judge 
also said that ,iute the insanity plea was a matter of trial strategy. the decision to enter 
an :\GRI plea wuItI be made bv coul1\d irrespecti\e of the lack of appellant'S consent 

and over her express objections. 
Furthermore. the judge said that the appellant's objt'ltiom to the ~GRI plea were 
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without legal significance. Insanity at the time of the offense was a question that must 
be decided by medical diagnosis and must therefore be made by medically trained 
psychiatrists. As a lay person the appellant was incompetent to form or express an 
opinion.21 

The attorney in the List case advised his client on several occasions that it was his 
duty to file a plea of NCRI whether she liked it or not. 

In Clark v. United States2~ the defendant had originally pleaded guilty, but later 
testified that he must have been insane when he committed the criminal act. Counsel 
had not, however, raised the insanity defense on his own. The court reversed the con
viction, upholding the defendant's contention that he had been deprived of effective 
counsel because his attorney had failed to plead the insanity defense. The court went 
on to say that counsel could not concede his client's sanity. 

In Plummer v. t'nited Statt'l23 the court held that counsel had the duty to raise the 
insanity defense in an appropriate case, and failure to do so amounted to incompetency 
of counsel. This case involved a schizophrenic who had raped an eleven-month-old 
child. Because of the facts of this case, it was incumbent upon the attorney that he at 
least explore the possibility of entering an NCRI plea. 

In an article in the American Criminal l.aw Journal,24 the authors speak of the 
ethical quicksand, the conflict between the view which holds that the client is to decide 
what plea should be made. and the other view which would demand that counsel fulfiIl 
his duty by entering an NCRI plea himself, if he should sense that his client 'was suf
fering from mental illness when he committed the illegal act. In fact, the defense 
attorney's role has never been clearly defined; is he an advocate for his client's desires 
or is he the legal guardian of his client's interests? 

The practicing attorney faces a dilemma; if he forces a plea on a defendant. he can 
be con~idered guilty of unprofes,ionalism. Should he on the other hand fail to enter a 
NCRI plea. he may be open to charge .. of incompetency of coumel and even liable 
for malpracti(.e.~~ 

V. The Right/Duty of Court to Inject NGRI 

In 1895 the Supreme Court of the United States expounded what has become known 
as the Davis rule.26 The essence of this rule is that insanity is not strictly an affirmative 
defense and can be raised by either the court or the prosecution. This idea is the basis 
for allowing the court to step in and override the wishes of the defendant when the 
defendant does not want to enter an NCRI plea. In spite of the Davis rule. however, 
courts have only reluctantly injected the insanity issue into a trial when it was contrary 
to the defendant's expressed desire. 

In Ji-'hulen v. L'nited States,27 a prosecution for robbery and attempt to commit rape, 
one of the issues involved was whether there was sufficient evidence in the record per
taining to appellant'S lack of sanity to rai.,e the issue of insanity, even though the 
appellant himself refused. and whether the trial judge erred by not raising the insanitY 
issue sua sponte. The court in very strong language stated that a defendant may refuse 
to raise the imanitv issue, hut he may not. in a proper case, prevent the court frortl 
injecting it. 

The court went on to say that the legal definition of insanity in a criminal case is a 
codification of the moral judgment of society as respects a man's criminal responsibilit~; 
if a man is insane in the eye., of the law. he is blameless in the eyes of society and IS 

not subject to punishment in the criminal <.Ourts. The judge must forestall the con
viction. of one who in the eves of the law is not mentally responsible for his otherwise 
criminal acts. 

Subsequent cases have followed the IlIling in the \\'halen case, holding that because 
of soc.iety's interest in rehabilitating the accused, and because of the court's responsibility 
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in seeing that justice is done, the trial court has the duty to see that an ~GRI plea 
is entered in an appropriate case. On those occasions when this decision must be made 
over the defendant's objections, the decision is especially delicate. 

VI. The Right of the Defendant to Plead 

At common law. the accused was required to plead in person. and statutes in some 
states still make this mandatory.28 Many states. however. make a distinction and \ay that 
a plea of guilty must be made by the defendant, but a plea of not guilty may be made 
by the attorney.21l Theoretically, in the latter instance. the accused cannot be injured 
thereby. The Supreme Court of the United States has ruled that due process of law 
requires that the accused plead, or that he be ordered to plead. or, in a proper case. 
that a plea of "not guilty" be filed for him.SO 

Convictions are invalid where a guilty plea is entered by the accused's attorney and 
the record reveals that the defendant did not authorize such a plea. 

In People v. Rogcrs,31 the Supreme Court of California held that the defendant was 
deprived of due process of law where a judgment of conviction was entered following a 
stipulation by the accused's counsel. Since the result of this stipulation was a guilty 
finding by the court. it was found that counsel had, by making such an agreement. in 
effect withdrawn the defendant's not guilty plea without the defendant's express authori
zation. Neither the court nor counsel can force the defendant to plead guilty. and any 
tactic which would hatle such an effect (emphasis supplied) would be in violation of 
the constitutional rights of the defendant. 

The defendant in H'hite v. StateS2 claimed that the withdrawal of the insanity plea 
by trial cOlIIl~el was such a tactic and therefore was a waiver of his constitutional right. 
that it was ill fact analogous to a ,'oluntary plea of guilty. Here the defendant had 
initially entered an NGRI plea. but it was withdrawn by counsel and a not guilty plea 
entered in its place. The contention of the defendant was that the plea of NGRI 
carried with it an implication that he had committed the illegal act but that he was 
not legally responsible for it because of insanity. Although the plea was changed to not 
guilty. the implication would remain that he had in fact committed the criminal act, 
thus depriving him of a fair trial. The court, however. rejected this argument, stating 
that the accused had forfeited no right when the plea was changed. The right against 
\elf-incrimination. the right to a jury trial and the right to confront witnesses still re
mained. Furthermore the state still had to prove its case. and the insanity plea was no 
more than an affirmative defense and remained a matter of trial strategy. 

In the California case of People tI. Hickman.~s the defendant also claimed that he 
had been denied due process when he pleaded NGRI and was not allowed to plead not 
guilty as well. The decision of the court in this ca,e also was that the defendant had 
been deprived of no constitutional right. since the state still had to prove its case. 

Samuel Brakel and Ronald Rock. in their study entitled "Mental Disability and the 
Criminal Law.":1~ stated that as a practical matter. raising the issue of insanity is tanta
mount lO an admission by the defendant that he committed the alleged act, and that 
an unsuccessful defense of insanity significantly increases the likelihood of conviction. 

Some states have recognized the merit of the argument that a plea of NGRI carries 
with it an admission of guilt as to the commission of the act. In an attempt to eliminate 
this implication. they have provided by \tatute for a bifurcated trial. one trial on the 
issue of the accused's insanity and the other on the merit~ of the case. The typical 
bifurcation statute provides for a conclusive presumption of sanity during the initial 
determination. If the accused is found guilt)' at this trial. then at the subsequent trial 
the question of the defendant's sanity is tried. often before the same jury_:l5 Some state 
statutes provide for the reverse procedure-the insanity trial is held prior to deter
mination on the merits of the case.as 
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The bifurcated trial would seem to offer the accused a protection, but such trials have 
been questioned on the basis of their constitutionality for nearly a century.37 Bennett v. 
State, 1883. one of the earliest cases ruling on the constitutionality of the bifurcated 
trial. upheld the fairness of the procedure.:l8 

On the other side. it is argued that since intent is an essential element of a crime. a 
defendant cannot be found guilty under an absolute presumption of sanity, when in 
fact the defendant may not be sane. In such a trial the state does not prove that the de· 
fense has the requisite mens rea. which is necessary to the determination of guilt.:lll The 
Supreme Court of ArilOna repealed as unconstitutional the bifurcated trial because of 
the exclusion of mental condition at the first trial. as a defense to the charge of intent. 
So far, Arizona has been the only state to do SO.4() 

Texa~ instituted a preliminary insanity trial but has abandoned it as being too cum
bersome and costly.41 Louisiana ha~ also given up the procedure for like reasons. 

Maryland does not provide for a separate trial on the issue of alleged insanity at the 
time of the commission of an offense. But when an insanity plea has been filed. if the 
court finds proof sufficient to surmount threshold problems as to the accused's lack of 
responsibility, then the state has the burden of convincing the trier of fact that the 
accused was sane. 42 

As we have seen in the previous discussion, the defendant generally has the right to 

enter the plea that he feels is most advantageous. but this is not an unqualified right, 
especially when the guilty plea is involved. The Supreme Court of the United States 
in its decision in the A Iford43 case has. however. put this principle in question. 

The defendant in the Alford case had an extensive previous criminal record. and 
there was substantial evidence that he had committed the murder with which he was 
presently charged. l'nder ","orth Carolina law. had he been convicted of the murder. he 
would have been subjer t to a po'sible death penalty, and the defendant felt that under 
the circumstarl< l '. he ".)1" , get it. As a result of plea negotiations he agreed to plead 
guilty to ,ewnd degree murder. which carried a maximum penalty of thirty years im
prisonment. However. he never admitted that he had committed the offense. and at the 
time of pleading he pleaded guilty but said that he was not guilty. he had not com
mitted the murder. He voluntarily forewent a plea of innocent for tactical reasons, and 
the Supreme Court of the United States in a six-three decision sanctioned this maneuver. 

The court said that they could perceive no material difference between a plea which 
refuses to admit commission of the criminal act and a plea containing a protestation of 
innocence. when. as in this case. a defendant intelligently concludes that his interests 
(emphasis supplied) require an entry of a guilty plea and the record before the judge 

contaim strong evidence of actual guilt. 
The court cited in its opinion a statement from a century-old Iowa caseH which in 

dictum said that reasons other than the fact that he is guilty may induce a defendant 
to so plead ... and he must be permitted to judge for himself in this respect. 

Alford. in other words. says that the standard is not whether the defendant committed 
the illegal act and had the necessary mens refl. but rather "basically the standard was 
and remains whether the plea represents a voluntary and intelligent choice among the 
alternative courses of action open to the defendant."45 

Although the court made it clear that their decision did not mean that a judge musl 

accept all guilty pleas. just because the defendant so desired to plead. can we not argue 
that an individual has the right 10 plead guilty or not guilty, rather than have an 
NGRI plea thrust upon him? If psychiatric evidence establishes that the defendant is no l 

only competent to stand trial but also competent to plead. if the defendant understal1~s 
the situation and decides it is to his tactical advantage to enter a certain plea. shouldn t 
he have the right to. make this decision for himself? 

The court in Alford suggested that at ltast there wnuld be no. constitutional bar to a 
defendam's pleading guilty or not guilty. even though he was insane at the time he 
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committed the criminal act. In referring specifically to Overholser v. Lynch,46 the court 
exprcssly refused to rule that Lynch had an absolute right to have his guilty plea ac. 
cepted. but implied that there would have been no constitutional error had his plea 
been accepted, evcn though the judge indicated that there was a valid defense. 

The l\Iaryland case English 11. Stllte47 accepted the Alford doctrine and said that an 
admission of guilt is not a constitutional requisite to imposition of criminal penalty 
resulting from a plea o( guilty. 

Again, in Williams lI. Stalt', tt' the Maryland court, in referring to the Alford48 case, 
adopted the standard set forth in that case. that a guilty plea may be accepted effectively 
where the record shows that it was made voluntarily, and with intelligent understanding 
of the possible consequences of the plea, even though the defendant denies guilt, pro
vided the state presents a strong factual basis for the charge. 

The above holdings give significant support to the defendant's contention that he 
does have the right to have the insanity issue kept out of a trial. when and if he feels 
it is to his advantage to do so. 

VIII. Opinions and Conclusions 

The law at the present time is fairly clear: the defendant does not have the right 
to refuse the insanity defense. Under the proper circumstances, his attorney can inject 
the defense against the defendant's wishes, as can the court or the prosecution. In fact 
several jurisdictions have ruled that the lawyer, the court and the prosecution have the 
duty to raise the issue of the accused's mental condition, when there is evidence that 
the defendant was insane at the time of the commission of the alleged act. 

This stance of the law presents ethical problems for the attorney who has been raised 
in the tradition that the attorney should advise and inform, but the client should maIr.e 
the decision as to how to plead. 

The ethical considerations are also seriously complicated as theory and reality come 
into conflict. The attorney, who is so instrumental in deciding what plea should be en
tered, would be less reluctant to encourage or force an NGRI plea on his client if we 
had the hypothetically ideal mental health system. If counsel believed that his client 
would receive the treatment he needed, and could then perhaps return to a productive 
life, his decision could be reached far more easily. 

The scope of this paper is not the adequacy of our mental institutions, but when the 
question of right to treatment as discussed in Wyatt v. Stickney/SO has become the issue 
it has today, we can hardly assume that the defendant who is found NGRI and sent to 
a mental hospital is inevitably better off than one who is sent to prison. 

Interviews with attorneys in Baltimore. Maryland, made clear their uncertainty when 
they were confronted with the problem of deciding what plea would be in the client's 
best interest. An adequate treatment program would make this decision much easier. 

In this period of developing civil rights for the mentally ill, there still arises the 
question o( whether society should force the insanity plea on a defendant. The Alford 
doctrine is certain to be raised in the future in such cases, with defendants and their 
attorneys claiming the right to decide what is in the client's best interest. 

Judge Brandeis once said that it is necessary (or us to be most on our guard to pro
tect liberty when a government's purposes are beneficent.51 
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